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ABSTRACT
This paper reports a survey conducted to determine

which colleges and universities offer the Doctor of Arts degree. All
252 listed in Peterson's 1971 ANNUAL GUIDES TO GRADUATE EDUCATION as
offering doctoral programs or as "universities" were sent a double
postcard. One postcard explained the survey. The second, with a
return address, asked for dates and departments: (1) now offering the
DA; (2) proposing to offer the DA; and (3) considering the DA. Of the
199 institutions that responded, 34 offer or are planning to offer
the DA. A table itemizes the data from these 34 institutions, and a
brief discussion covers highlights from the responses. (JS)
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oP ,,?rts proran =Mould be off-red only by inst7It.tItions which

have existing doctoral programs. Thus all universities which

have doctoral programs were contacted.

The sample was drawn from 3ook I, "Graduate Schools and

rlolleg,,,= of Art-F. prcl sciences". which is a part of the Annual

Guides to Graduate Education. (Peterson:1971) All colleges and

uniersities showing definite doctoral programs were selected

and placed. en a list. Those institutions which showed no

snecific level of .program, but had the title of "university"

in their name were also listed. All colleges and universities

placed on the list were sent a double post card. One post card

explained the purpose of the survey. The second card , with a

return add.r.ess, asked for dates and departments: a) now offering

the 7:.A. degree, b) preparing proposals for offering the D.A.

degree, and c) considering the D.A. degree, but has made no

proposal. A double post card was sent to each of 252 institutions

on Arril C, 1071. Of these, lgrl (79) were returned. The

(-1 institutions offering Poctor of Arts degree programs or

contemplating programs are shown in Table I.

Ten universities which responded are offerini:r. doctoral
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level towards a degree for 1:eachin7 in lIndergraduate

co:lieges. CarnerrieMellon University was the only university

which listed the number of students. They have had two students

in. English (1970), three in idathematics (1969 & 1970), nine in

history (1969 & 1970), and two in fine arts (1970).

The most common program offered was English. Twelve

other institutions are preparing proposals for offering programs

in the fall of 1971, 1972 or 1974. Twenty-three universities

mentioned that interest has been shown for such a program and

discussion has taken place, but no formal proposals have

been submitted. Kent State University and SUNY at Buffalo

have established a commission or committee to study the D,A.

concept. Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville has

given thought to offering one by the Graduate School "with

individual programs planned by department and graduate school."

They say there is "No need for a. D.A. in each discipline."

As shown on Table I, column 4, many of the universities are

expanding the subjects they are considering for the degree with

twelve entering the field by considering new programs in the

future.

The School of Fine Arts at the University of California

at Irvine says; "Due to budgetary reasons, no proposals will be

made for several years". The University of Montana is waiting

for an flSF grant. The Dean at the University of Akron person-

ally approves of the idea, whereas the University of California

at Davis, St. Bonaventure University, Florida State University

and the University of Pittsburg have shown negative feelings

ft



about offerinp. this degree. Tour universities; .P,nf,,;nehuretts,

Auburn, Southern Mississippi, and yne State have considered

the D.A. degree and have rejected it. Fifteen others have said

they plan not to offer this degree.

several universities intend to alter their existing

programs in order to meet the purposes of the D.A. degree.

East Texas State University awards the Ed.D. in English,

chemistry, physical education, and are planning proposals for

history and biology. These programs are comparable to a

"typical D.A. program" and a name change has been requested

from their Coordinating Board in Arts and Sciences. The Univer-

sity of Arkansas at Fayetteville calls their degree Ph.A.

instead of D.A.

Several universities have tried to adjust their Ph.D.

programs to include teaching components. These include

North Carolina University at Chapel Hill, Cornell University,

and the University of New Hampshire. The University of

California at Los Angeles and the University of Minnesota

mention that they award the Candidate in Philosophy certificate

to satisfy this purpose.

The remaining 106 respondents checked "none offered"

when asked if they offered a D.A. program.

This gives the most recent status of the Doctor of Arts

degree by the 199 institutions which answered this post card

survey.

I wish to thank those colleges and universities which were

kind enough to return the card.
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